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DreamsCT [Dreams Come True] is one of the Metacon projects. DreamsCT inherits
the spirit and wisdom of its ancestors from the past, enabling many people's
dreams to come true. In the past, our ancestors had a tradition of living by helping
each other through hard work, called Pumat. In addition, there are private
cooperatives for mutual aid that can generate high interest and high income
through the auction method, such as the winning bid system. DreamsCT builds a
blockchain-based game that merges the spirit and wisdom of our ancestors with
modern lottery games. It is a game where you guess 6 numbers out of 45 numbers,
just like the lottery. If you apply for the General Round more than 4 times, you will
be able to apply for the Golden Round. The Golden Round runs every other week
and participants can participate once a day so that DreamsCT excludes
speculative activities. The smart contract-based method through blockchain is
designed to prevent forgery or falsification under any circumstances.
In addition, DreamsCT's winning numbers use Donghaeung Lottery's lotto numbers
to prevent manipulation controversies in advance, providing a fair and trustworthy
gaming environment for all participants. DreamsCT will be operated as an
environment where all participants can make their Dreams Come True. CONUN
does not acquire a single coin from DreamsCT. For some people, it will be a dream
come true and for others, it will be a source of hope. CONUN hopes that this will be
such a game for the participants.

DreamsCT's 20th round is the
Golden Round. From now
on, Golden Rounds will be
held every other week.

*21st round is General Rd
*22nd round is Golden Rd
*23rd round is General Rd
*24th round is Golden Rd

01. What is DreamsCT [Dreams Come True] game?



01. What is DreamsCT [Dreams Come True] game?

DreamsCT is a game that can be enjoyed in CONUN's Metacon wallet.01

Metacon is a cryptocurrency wallet that does not store or save any 
personal information.02

CONUN only has access to the wallet address of the person who has applied 
for the game. Even if the applicant wins, we do not know their personal 
information.

03

CONUN does not benefit a single CYCON from the DreamsCT game.04

You can apply for the DreamsCT game once a week with CONUN coins 
(CYCON) worth 5,000 KRW. This game will be an opportunity for lucky winners 
to achieve their dreams.

05

Golden Round runs every other week. You can only participate in the Golden 
Round if you have applied 4 or more times during the General Round.

06

The Golden Round applies the unconditional winning rule, so the probability of 
winning increases to 1/183. If there are many winners, 1/n of prize is applied and 
given out.

07

As stated in number 7 above, the probability of winning is greatly increased, 
so many applicants will be able to win.

08

CONUN hopes that DreamsCT is a game that will 
become an opportunity, hope, and 
where many people can achieve their dreams.



02. How to participate

21

To apply for DreamsCT, 
install the Metacon app 

and create or load a wallet.

After installing the 
Metacon app, click on 

DreamsCT on the
bottom menu bar.

Install Metacon app Click on DreamsCT
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02. How to participate

3

One-time mobile 
verification

DreamsCT
terms of use

To apply for DreamsCT, you 
must verify your mobile 

phone the first time.

Agreeing to the 
terms of use is required
to apply for DreamsCT.



02. How to participate

5

Select application ticket number

Manual/Auto will freely select 30 numbers in 5 lines.
[You cannot apply unless all 30 numbers in the 5 lines are filled]



02. How to participate

6

Application 
confirmation

7

Application 
complete

Pay 5,000 KRW worth of 
CYCON. [You must have 
CYCON worth 5,000 won 
or more in your wallet.]

DreamsCT application 
tickets cannot be 

modified or refunded.



02. How to participate

8

Check application history

Application history details 
can be found at the bottom of 
the DreamsCT main page and 
in the purchase details in the 

menu bar.



03. Participation Criteria

To apply for DreamsCT [Dreams Come True], you must meet the following requirements.

Only users who meet the above criterias can apply for DreamsCT.

When a user wins, they can check the winning status through the app and receive 
the      winning CYCON within 7 business days in the wallet they applied for.

Install Metacon wallet 
app and create a wallet

The Metacon wallet app must 
be installed on your phone. 

Start by creating or loading a 
wallet.

Have CYCON worth 
more than 5,000 KRW

You must have CYCON worth 
5,000 KRW or more in your 

Metacon wallet. Swap is also 
possible within the wallet.

Name authentication
through phone verification

To start DreamsCT, you
must verify your

mobile phone once, 
the first time.

Minors
cannot apply

Minors under the age of 20 
cannot apply.

Apply once a day,
7 times a week

Only those who meet the
four criterias can apply once 

a day, 7 times a week.



If the 6 entered numbers are the same as

the 6 winning numbers.

If there is no winner in number 1) above, and

6 out of 7 numbers, including the winning 

number and bonus number, are the same as 

the 6 numbers you applied for.

05. Winning Criteria [ 1. General Round ]

The criteria for winning DreamsCT are the following.
The order of entry in each group is the priority for winning.

RoundN winning number
*Following numbers are examples

+

1st place
9 28 29 37 38 41

9 15 29 37 38 41

Bonus

2nd place
9 28 29 37 38 45

9 15 29 37 38 45

Bonus

If the 6 entered numbers are the same as

the 5 winning numbers.

If there is no winner in number 1) above, and

5 out of 7 numbers, including the winning 

number and bonus number, are the same as 

the 5 numbers you applied for.

1)

2)

3)

1)

2)

3)

If there are many winners, 1/N is given.

If there are many winners, 1/N is given.



05.

9 28 29 37 40 45

9 15 29 37 40 45

Bonus

+

The criteria for winning DreamsCT are the following. 
The order of entry in each group is the priority for winning.

RoundN winning number
*Following numbers are examples

3rd place

Winning Criteria [ 1. General Round ]

If the 6 entered numbers are the same as

the 4 winning numbers.

If there is no winner in number 1) above, and 

4 out of 7 numbers, including the winning 

number and bonus number, are the same as 

the 4 numbers you applied for.

1)

2)

3) If there are many winners, 1/N is given.



Golden Round special rules

05. Winning Criteria
[ 2. Golden Round - unconditional winning round ]

Golden Round winning rules [Winning Priority]

01) If 6 out of 6 entered numbers are the same as the winning numbers.

02) If 1) is not applicable
If 6 out of 7 numbers, including 6 winning numbers and one bonus number, are the same.

03) If 1) and 2) are not applicable
If 5 of the 6 entered numbers are the same as the winning numbers.

04) If 1), 2) and 3) are not applicable :
If 5 out of 7 numbers, including 6 winning numbers and one bonus number, are the same.

05) If 1), 2), 3) and 4) are not applicable
If 4 of the 6 entered numbers are the same as the winning numbers.

06) If 1), 2), 3), 4) and 5) are not applicable
If 4 out of 7 numbers, including 6 winning numbers and one bonus number, are the same.

09) The Golden Round is operated every other week, and you can only participate in the
         Golden Round if you have applied at least 4 times during the General Round.

Golden Round is held every other week
The Golden Round is operated every other week, and you can only participate in the Golden 
Round if you have applied at least 4 times during the General Rounds. Special rules apply to 
ensure unconditional winning. The criteria of the special rules are as follows. If there are many 
winners, the CYCON will be given to the winners in form of 1/N.

07) In the Golden Round, there is no 2nd or 3rd place. This is because
3) above is the criteria for winning the 2nd prize and
5) above is the same as the criteria for winning 3rd prize.

08) If there are 2nd and 3rd place winners, prize will be given out normally and if there is no 1st

place winner and it becomes a Golden Round, the 2nd and 3rd place winners will be 
included in the 1st place cumulative CYCON.



05. Winning Criteria [ 3. Receive 1st prize CYCON ]

For the winners of the golden round, 20% of 
the winning CYCON payment is divided every 
month for 5 months from the date of winning to 
stabilize the token price.

01

Even if there are multiple winners, the prize can be 
paid in two or more installments to stabilize the 
token price, and the number of installments does 
not exceed five.

02

Golden Round winners will donate 10% of the winnings. In 
principle, this donation is made directly from the head 
office in the name of the head office.

03

Agreeing to the above rules are required. If you do not 
agree, you will not be able to apply for DreamsCT.

04

x5

2



06. CYCON Distribution

CONUN does not take a single CYCON from the DreamsCT game.
As the game operator, CONUN only operates to ensure that users enjoy the game.

50%

15%

5%

10%

10%
10%

1st 50% 2nd 15% 3rd 5%

    Donation 10% Burn 10%     Operation 10%

*Operation:

*Burn:

*Donation:

If there is a winner, it will be operated as a winning CYCON for the next round.

Transfer it to the black hole wallet and burn it.

Donations are made directly rather than through agents who receive 

donations. Donation details are updated in real time on the website and 

Metacon announcements.



07. 1st place winning probability

Probability of winning 6 numbers 1 / 8,145,060

Probability of winning 6 numbers 1 / 1,357,510 Probability includes bonus number

Probability of winning 5 numbers 1 / 35,724

Probability of winning 5 numbers 1 / 7,145 Probability includes bonus number

Probability of winning 4 numbers 1 / 733

Probability of winning 4 numbers 1 / 183 Probability includes bonus number



Thank you
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